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By Justin Kmitch
News editor
A retired Eastern professor who
taught in the speech communications
department for more than 25 years is
currently listed in critical condition at
Carle Foundation Hospital in
Urbana.
Roger “Glenn” Wiley suffered a
heart attack Friday after complica-
tions arose from a “regular arterial
bypass operation for his leg,” said
Wiley’s son, John. “He has been in a
coma and on total life support since
(Friday).
“Glenn” Wiley began his teaching
career at Eastern in 1964 and retired
from the university in 1991.
“During that time, Glenn taught
public speaking, advanced public
speaking, discussion and rhetoric
courses,” said Doug Bock, chair of
the speech communications depart-
ment. “And during the 1981-82
school year he served as acting chair
of the department.”
Wiley is in Room 8810 of the
Intensive Care Unit and the family
would welcome any cards or flowers.
“Cards would be greatly appreci-
ated,” John Wiley said . “Maybe we
can get (Glenn) cheered up. And if
anyone would like to call, a member
of the family is at dad’s side.”
Flowers and cards also can be sent
to the family’s home address at 611
West Park, Urbana, Ill., 61810.
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
Members of the Faculty Senate
Tuesday learned Eastern has a much
higher backlog of deferred mainte-
nance per square foot than other
Illinois universities.
Ted Weidner, director of facilities
planning and management, said
Eastern’s deferred maintenance cost
is much higher than the average at
other state universities.
“We estimate over $80 of
deferred maintenance per square
foot,” Weidner said.
He said the state average is about
$20 of deferred maintenance costs
per square foot.
Deferred maintenance grows by
about $3.75 million per year and
Eastern has only $1 million in its
budget for deferred maintenance.
“By definition, deferred mainte-
nance is maintenance that has not
been done when it is supposed to be
done for reasons of schedule and
budget,” he said.
Weidner also discussed charge-
backs and why it is necessary for
facilities planning and management
to charge more than the cost of the
repairs to perform the work.
He said currently facilities plan-
ning and management charges 40
percent more than the actual cost of
repairs to do work on campus.
Overcharges are necessary to
recover any money being spent on
the repairs that is not in the facilities
planning and management budget,
Weidner said.
Individual departments have the
option of using facilities planning
management or a private contractor
for deferred maintenance, Weidner
said.
He said in many cases the esti-
mated bid by facilities and planning
management will be lower than a bid
from a private contractor.
“We do not attempt to make a
profit like a contractor,” Weidner
said. “We attempt  to break even.”
He said the 40 percent markup is
necessary because facilities planning
and management must recover any
costs expended on the maintenance
because those costs are not in its bud-
get.
The 40 percent overcharge covers
the cost of the estimate for the main-
tenance, the cost of hiring an
employee to perform the work and
the cost of the employee’s benefits,
Weidner said.
He said employees hired to per-
form maintenance around campus
are sometimes laid off because they
cannot be kept on the payroll if there
is no work for them to do.
“The costs that we have are the
Weidner says
overcharges
necessary
By Melanie Schneider
Staff writer
The first step in completing a portrait
commemorating Eastern President David
Jorns was taken Tuesday.
Gilbert Early, the artist painting the por-
trait, photographed Jorns in the President’s
Conference Room in Old Main.
Early said James Johnson from the
Presidential Portrait Committee called him
inquiring if he would be interested in paint-
ing another portrait for Eastern. Early has
painted portraits of former Eastern presi-
dents Gilbert Fite and Stanley Rives, as well
as a portrait of Newton Tarble, who made
funds available to build the Tarble Arts
Center.
Early will begin painting the portrait next
week and said he expects to have it complet-
ed in about three weeks. 
Early began his art career while attending
art school at Washington University. Early
graduated in 1959 and began work as an
illustrator in New York, he said. After six
years, he moved to St. Louis where he began
teaching and painting portraits.  
Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs and chair of the Presidential Portrait
Committee, was unable to give an estimate
of contributions for the portrait. 
“There have been about 80 contributions
so far from a wide variety of donators,
including Eastern faculty, foundation, retired
employees and alumni,” Hencken said. 
Hencken said he was not sure if the
Presidential Portrait Committee would meet
their goal of $20,000. 
“It all depends on last minute gifts and
contributions,” Hencken said.  
Any additional funds will be applied to a
scholarship in honor of  and Jorns and his
wife in Eastern’s Department of Theater Arts
or possibly a broader base scholarship
depending on the amount of money raised,
he said.
The cutoff date for donations will be
around March 1.  
Strike a pose
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Gilbert Early, the artist painting a portrait, photographs Eastern President David Jorns in the President’s
Conference Room in Old Main Tuesday afternoon. Early uses a Hasablat camera which in turn pro-
duces a transparency negative. He will use the photograph to paint the general picture and will have
another sitting with Jorns toward the end of the process.
Seventh presidential portrait one step closer
Faculty Senate told difference is needed
to cover repairs not covered in budget
See WEIDNER Page 2
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The Panthers are out
on the prowl . . . for YOU!  
Next week, they’ll be joined by some shooters from the
big city.  The Warbler’s
portrait photographers, to be precise. 
They want to capture you forever . . . in the pages of the
1999 yearbook.
So don’t elude these hunters. 
Go to page 9
and look for
Billy & Bonnie
for the details!
CHAMPAIGN (AP) – Groundhog
Punxsutawney Phil came out of his burrow
in Pennsylvania on Tuesday to tell us that
spring is just around the corner, but his rel-
atives in Illinois are still snoozing. 
It’s too early for an Illinois groundhog
– also known as a woodchuck – to wake
from its hibernation. 
Most groundhogs emerge from their
holes in mid-February through mid-
March. If you were to dig one up now
from its snug burrow, you’d be lucky to
even elicit a yawn. It takes them a while to
awake from their deep, comatose-like
sleep and metabolic slowdown. 
“A groundhog is small, and it loses heat
rapidly. It needs lots of food. Since
groundhogs are vegetarians and there’s not
much food in the winter, it would be fight-
ing a losing battle,’’ said Ed Heske, a
wildlife ecologist at the Illinois Natural
History Survey. 
“Hibernation is a way of conserving
energy in order to survive,’’ he said. 
According to Heske, a groundhog’s
heart rate slows from 80 beats per minute
to four or five beats per minute during
hibernation. 
Its breathing rate slows from 25 to 30
breaths per minute to one breath every two
or three minutes. 
Its body temperature drops to 40
degrees, about the same temperature as its
burrow located four to six feet beneath the
ground. 
After a feeding frenzy during the sum-
mer months, plump groundhogs enter their
burrows and begin hibernation in October
in the Midwest. 
Their fat reserves are turned into ener-
gy that keeps the groundhog’s slowed-
down body alive through the harsh winter
months. 
The ground-
hog awakens
several times
during the
h i b e r n a t i o n
period, howev-
er, in order to
urinate and
eliminate waste
build-up. 
The animal
may consume
water or food if
they are avail-
able, but then it
goes back to sleep. 
Research indicates hibernation is trig-
gered by the hormone melatonin and the
groundhog’s sensitivity to increasingly
shorter periods of sunlight.
Hibernation ends with gradually longer
periods of sunlight. 
In Illinois, the animals’ burrows are
often located along railroad lines, the
edges of woods, hedgerows and even in
towns. 
“Groundhogs occur statewide, but they
probably aren’t as common as they once
were because of the tendency toward larg-
er farm equipment and larger fields. 
“Farmers have taken out hedgerows and
the like,’’ said Bob Bluett, wildlife ecolo-
gist with the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources. 
Michael Jeffords, a spokesman for the
Natural History Survey, said not much
research has focused on groundhogs. 
“They’re a game animal, but not an
important one,’’ he said. 
“They’re kind of the Rodney
Dangerfield of game animals.’’
Spring coming soon
employee to perform the work and
the cost of the employee’s benefits,
Weidner said.
He said employees hired to per-
form maintenance around campus
are sometimes laid off because they
cannot be kept on the payroll if there
is no work for them to do.
“The costs that we have are the
costs that we charge,” Weidner  said.
“The chargeback is to pay for, in
essence, direct costs. It is not to put
into an account for deferred mainte-
nance.”
He said a contractor will incur
the same costs as Eastern but they
will also attempt to make a profit.
“We have to continually or peri-
odically prove to the campus we are
the best deal there is,” Weidner said.
He said facilities planning and
management would be more finan-
cially efficient if they received the
job for every bid they place because
then they would not have fees
incurred for maintenance work they
did not complete.
In other business Ted Weidner
and Gail Richard addressed ques-
tions the Faculty Senate had about
the Campus Master Plan. Weidner
and Richard are both members of
the Campus Master Plan Steering
Committee.
Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell said the only problem he
has heard regarding the plan is the
math department’s relocation.
Gail Richard said the math
department had the same opportuni-
ty to give their input on the plan as
other departments who would be
affected by the plan. She said meet-
ings were helpful in the planning
stages to receive input from depart-
ments who would be moved as part
of the plan.
“(The math department) did have
an opportunity. Their representa-
tives came to the meeting,” Richard
said. “That appears to be more of an
internal academic department prob-
lem.”
Faculty Senate member
Lankford Walker said he was con-
cerned because there were no sched-
uled renovations to Coleman Hall as
part of the Campus Master Plan.
Weidner said no academic build-
ings were ignored in the plan, but
some buildings received more atten-
tion because of level of need.
“No building was totally
ignored,” he said.
Each building on campus was
assessed during the preliminary
stages of the plan, Richard said.
“Building by building they were
all addressed as to what the needs
are,” she said. “Hopefully, every-
body, through a domino effect, will
benefit.”
Weidner
from Page 1
Father arrested in slaying 
of 6-year-old son during deal
SHELBYVILLE, Ind. (AP) – A man whose 6-
year-old son was shot to  death in the back seat of
their car while the father was allegedly  buying crack
in a drug-infested Indianapolis neighborhood was
arrested Tuesday on murder and neglect charges.  
Michael Kile, 37, surrendered to authorities in the
shooting Jan. 4 of his son, William.  Police said the
boy was shot by a drug dealer who fired at  Kile’s car
during an argument with Kile over $20 worth of
crack.  The boy died eight days later.  
Police contend Kile was responsible for the boy’s
death because  he was committing a crime at the
time.  Kile could get up to 89 years in prison if con-
victed on the  charges, which also include supplying
false information to police.  
Man sentenced to 60 days
for decapitating wife’s cat
JONESBORO, Ark. (AP) – A man got 60 days
in jail for cutting the  head off his estranged wife’s
cat and using it like a paperweight  to hold down a
threatening note to her.  
Todd Anthony Looper, 31, was sentenced on
Friday for cruelty to  animals and terroristic threat-
ening. He was also put on probation for a year and
ordered to pay $510 in fines and court costs.  
Pam Looper, 23, reported that someone broke
into her house while  she was gone Thursday and
that she found the cat’s head in her  vehicle, with a
note that read in part, “I’m going to give you a
birthday like you never will forget.’’
Looper told police that he had had 14 beers in
three hours and  did not remember hurting the cat,
but admitted the handwriting on  the note looked
like his.  Mrs. Looper’s birthday was Sunday.  
inbrief
nation
Groundhog does not see its shadow
They’re a game 
animal, but not an
important one...
They’re kind of the
Rodney Dangerfield
of game animals.
Bob Bluett,
wildlife ecologist
“
”
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By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
A Brazilian cellist has made a
first-time visit to the United States
and Charleston is the welcoming
town.
Jose “Celau” Moreira from
Porto Alegre, Brazil, and the
Orchestra de Symphonie Porto
Alegre have come to Eastern to
work with students in the music
department  and perform a cham-
ber concert of Brazilian music at 4
p.m. Thursday in the Dvorak
Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
Moreira said Charleston isn’t
much different from Porto Alegre
because it is a very flat rural town.
Porto Alegre has more than a mil-
lion people, but the outer states
where Moreira resides are much
like Charleston, he continued.
“I’ve enjoyed my stay. I admire
the country for the schools’ amaz-
ing structures and knowledge and
education,” Moreira said. 
The schools in Brazil have a
similar curriculum but don’t have
the big buildings, wide spacing on
campus and computers, Moreira
said.
Moreira said money is impor-
tant in the arts and only the private
schools in Brazil receive funding.
The money also goes to bringing
in big concert musicians and not
into the schools for new pianos.
The money is being wasted, and
the talent of the students is being
wasted, he said.
He also said the governmental
structure for education is poor.
Children are not learning to read
and write well, and teachers are
paid $100 a month. 
“Our challenge is to get less
contrast between classes and better
quality of life,” he said. 
Moreira said he came here to
add a multi-cultural aspect that
Eastern is not used to seeing. 
Joseph Manfredo, conductor of
the Eastern Symphony Orchestra,
said Moreira has been brought to
Eastern, first for students to make
better music and second for a
“multi-culturalism” element. 
Moreira is here on a two week
residency set up by funding from
the Tarble Residency program and
the International Studies Program.
He arrived in Charleston on Jan. 25
and is staying through Friday. The
Tarble Residency Program is an
annual program that goes from
department to department each
year enriching the students with
working alongside a national or
international figure. Manfredo said
the program is great because it
isn’t like having someone for a
day, which is quite “superficial,”
but instead the students work with
them for a full working environ-
ment in workshops and clinics.
Manfredo said Moreira helps
the students on an individual and
small group basis in the class-
rooms with improving their music
for upcoming concerts.  
“I listen to the piece of work
and start with comments and sug-
gestions. I help the person expand
their vision, or another way of
playing, and not crystallize it one
way,” Moreira said.
Manfredo went to Porto Alegre
to conduct with their symphony in
1997 and hopes with the visit from
Moreira an exchange can set up
where they continue to visit each
other.
Moreira is going to play
Brazilian Chamber music in
Thursday’s recital. The songs will
feature famous Brazilian com-
posers like Villa-Lobos, Gaillet,
Fernandez and Widmer. 
Manfredo said the music will
be well received because it is well-
known.
Moreira describes the music as
having “folklore themes.”
“It will be very rhythmic and
different sounding,” Manfredo
said. “The music has a Latin feel
of energy; and the music is much
more lyrical with rhythms that are
fast and syncopated.”
Moreira will play some songs
alone, as well as play a few pieces
with the faculty of the music
department. Moreira also will per-
form a piece with Manfredo on
piano, Kathleen Ryan on violin
and pieces with Diane Boyd and
others. 
“It will be a party,” he said.
Moreira has played with the
orchestra de Symphonie Porto
Alegre for 13 years; the orchestra
is the second oldest in Brazil and
has been around for almost 50
years. The orchestra has about 85
members and is funded by the
state. The musicians are full-time
professionals and well paid; the
orchestra is very important with
rigorous auditions sometimes hav-
ing 100 people try out for one posi-
tion Moreira and Manfredo said.  
The show is open to the public
and free of charge. 
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Celau Moreira practices his cello; he is performing at 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. He comes to Eastern from
Porto Alegre, Brazil and this is his first time in America.
Brazilian cellist brings multi-culturalism
Resident Assistant’s
need to be responsible
Would you have a  problem pay-
ing someone who is NOT doing their
job? Of course you would. I have a
problem when Resident Assistant’s
are getting paid to do their jobs and
they are not. I have never seen such a
poorly run hall such as Lawson Hall
with drunk people holding parties in
the halls after quiet hours when peo-
ple are trying to study for exams. 
When you do complain nothing
ever happens. The R.A.’s act all put
out because you ask them to do their
job. I just hope in the future that
Lawson Hall does a better job in
finding people who are willing to do
the job right. You applied for the job,
so do it or quit!
It is your responsibility to uphold
the rules of the university and if that
is too hard to do, you should have
never become an R.A.
Ryan Howland
junior, sociology major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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This month Eastern will celebrate the1999 African-American HeritageCelebration with a wide variety ofevents and programs.
The theme for the celebration is, “In the Spirit
of Kwanzaa: Celebrating the Seven Principles.”
The events throughout the month will honor the
holiday Kwanzaa which is celebrated Dec. 26
through Jan. 1.
Kwanzaa celebrates the beginning of life and
the principles guiding people through life. The
seven principles include Umoja (unity),
Kujichagulia (self-determination), Ujima (collec-
tive work and responsibility), Ujama (coopera-
tive economics), Nia
(purpose), Kuumba
(creativity) and Imani
(faith).
These principles
are the focus of the
holiday and will also serve as the focus of
Eastern’s African-American Heritage
Celebration. 
Events started Friday with an art show titled
“Sankofa: African Art from Public and Private
Collections” at the Tarble Arts Center.
The biggest event is the kick-off celebration
“Annual African-American Heritage Dinner”
being held at 5 p.m. Sunday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Other events include a University Board spon-
sored weekly film series titled “Video Soul.” The
series will be shown throughout the week from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union walkway Video
Lounge.
The celebration this month gives students the
opportunity to learn about this important holiday
in the African-American culture.
Whether you take a few minutes to watch
some of the video series, devote an hour looking
at African Art or spend an evening enjoying
“soul cuisine” and entertainment at the African
American Heritage Dinner, don’t let February
pass by without taking some time to appreciate
what the month has to offer.
Take time
to celebrate
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
An invasion of armies can be resisted, but not an
idea whose time has come.
Victor Hugo
French writer, 1802-1885
Heritage Celebration
African-American Heritage
month to celebrate Kwanzaa
and the seven principles of the
holiday.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
General education.What does it mean toyou? Until last year, Ithought general edu-
cation was just a bunch of differ-
ent classes my adviser made me
take so I could satisfy Eastern’s
graduation requirements and get
out of here as fast as possible.
Well, that is a broad perspective,
and also an ignorant view of the
program.
How many times have stu-
dents been asked by professors why they are enrolled in a
course and what they expect to learn from it? I have unfortu-
nately been caught in this trap more times than I care to say.
The first step here is to look at your schedule to figure out
which class you are in. Second, hope the 10 students who
answer before you don’t say “I need it to graduate” because
each time someone says it, the professor cringes and you
know he or she is on the verge of asking you to expand on
that. 
OK, so you find yourself in the class for three weeks and
can’t figure out how this class is supposed to expand your
educational horizons. Is this beginning to sound familiar?
I’m not only addressing students but also professors. Is
Eastern’s general education program out of touch with
today’s students’ educational needs? This is what the mem-
bers of  the Council on Academic Affairs have been trying to
evaluate for nearly one year.
Currently, the CAA is considering a campus forum to
gather input regarding Eastern’s general education curricu-
lum which consists of an integrated core.  CAA Chair Bill
Addison said if the council decides to conduct a forum, it
will be held in a few weeks and will be advertised through-
out the campus to attract students, faculty and administrators.  
Three possible topics were discussed at the Jan. 28 CAA
meeting including developing a theme for general education,
the relevance of the nine traits and abilities stated in the core
and the Illinois Articulation Initiative.
Teshome Abebe, vice president for academic affairs, said
developing a theme for the core would bring it to a new level
of maturity.  
The nine traits and abilities include: literacy, reasoning
ability, quantitative analysis, historical consciousness, scien-
tific awareness, social responsibility, aesthetic literacy, multi-
cultural awareness and intellectual curiosity. 
Supposedly, the objectives of the integrated core program
are to develop the nine traits and abilities, in return providing
a diverse education to all students.
Honestly, the core classes I
have taken over the past three
and a half years have left me
questioning the programs’ objec-
tives. And I know I’m not the
only one.
I was walking home from (a
core) class Monday and over-
heard one of my classmates talk-
ing to another classmate.
“I don’t even know why I’m
taking this class, it has nothing
to do with (I will not use the
name of the course),” my classmate said. 
And our other classmate replied, “Who cares. It’s an easy
A.”
I will not touch on the grading system of the professor
but only the comment regarding the course content. If stu-
dents don’t even understand the relevance of material taught
and the course, how is this diversifying education? It is
called frustration.
The integrated core curriculum, which went into effect in
fall 1992, affects every student on campus and most profes-
sors. The forum is a wonderful opportunity to express prob-
lems encountered with the current core curriculum as well as
positive aspects of it.
So how can the CAA get students to come? Advertising
throughout the campus gets the word out but some, maybe
most, students will need an extra boost.
Professors can help this situation by providing extra credit
for students who attend the forum.
Department chairs also can encourage professors to
attend by requiring at least one faculty member attend the
forum.
Abebe’s idea for a theme may make the core seem a little
more prestigious but it also can provide a better explanation
of what general education is and what it means to the univer-
sity.
It is possible current teachers and students will actually
see the change soon in the core curriculum if it is changed.
The CAA and the General Education Assessment
Committee, which formed focus groups to conduct discus-
sions regarding the core, are only a small portion of the uni-
versity and can only do so much. 
It is up to the rest of the campus community to help them
along the way to building or sustaining a worthwhile general
education.
Consider the core,then give some input
“Is Eastern’s 
general education
program out of
touch with today’s
students’
educational
needs?”
Tammie Sloup
Associate news editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Tammie Sloup is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cutes4@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250
words and include the author’s name,
telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administra-
tion and staff should indicate their
position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed.
Depending on space constraints,
we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible.
Letter policy
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$1.50
Miller
Lite
Bottles
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Friends
&Co
Wednesday
$125 BOTTLES
Labatt Blue
Open Mic
Night!
Free
—Starts at
10:00FREE COFFEE!
Do you like free coffee? Who doesn’t?
Come have a cup with the Warbler’s portrait photographers next week.
Check out our ad on page 9 
and get caffeine with the yearbook!
February
By Christopher Weedman
Staff Writer
Employers in a variety of fields
will be available Thursday to speak
with Eastern students at the spring
1999 Career Day/Job Fair.
The event will be held from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom, University Ballroom and
the walkway of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
“The fair is an opportunity for
students to network with over 150
employers in a wide variety of
areas,” said Shirley Stewart, associ-
ate vice president of Student Affairs
and director of Career Services at
Eastern.
Among the companies with rep-
resentatives scheduled to attend are
Adam’s Mark Hotel, Archer
Daniels Midland Co., Bank One
Corp./First Chicago NDB, Edward
Jones, Pepsi Cola, Six Flags Great
America, State Farm Insurance, and
several police departments.
Stewart said the employers are
looking for students who are self-
starters with strong communication
and problem solving skills and a
strong work ethic.
“Students should walk up to the
representatives, shake hands, and
engage in conversation about their
major, skills and career goals,”
Stewart said.  “Each student should
be able to talk with a representative
for around 10 to 15 minutes.”
Students seeking employment or
internships are asked to bring
copies of their resume.
“Students without a resume
should still come and ask employ-
ers for their business cards so they
can send one along in the mail with-
in the week,” Stewart said.
“The event will also be an infor-
mation gathering tool for freshmen
and sophomores who are undecided
about their major.  
“Employers will be helpful in
informing them about the opportu-
nities available with certain
majors,” she said.
Eastern students wishing to
participate do not need to make
an appointment or pay an admis-
sion fee, but are required to
bring valid student identification
cards.
Eastern alumni and non-stu-
dents, who have or soon will have
their bachelor degree, are also wel-
come to attend, but will be required
to pay a $10 fee at the door.
For more information on the
event, call the Eastern Illinois
University Career Services
Department at 581-2412, or
their web site at http://www.job-
srv.eiu.edu/.
The event is sponsored by the
Eastern Illinois University Career
Services Department.
Job fair to help students gain experience
By Amy Thon
Staff editor
The American Heart
Association urges Americans this
February to “Take Charge” of
their health and hearts during
American Heart Month.
“We want people to take
charge of their own life and
their own health,” said Lana
Kains, communications director
for the American Health
Association.
Since 1963, the AHA has
been celebrating American
Heart Month as a way to edu-
cate the public on the No. 1
killer of Illinois residents and
Americans.
Kains said it is important to
realize cardiovascular diseases can
affect people of any age.
“As college students, just
because you’re in your 20s doesn’t
mean you’re not at risk, (heart dis-
ease) can happen at any time,” she
said.
Eric Davidson, assistant direc-
tor of Eastern’s Health Services,
said heart disease is something
students do not usually think
about.
He said a lot of basic
lifestyle changes can be made to
prevent heart disease. Examples
include getting exercise and eat-
ing a diet low in fat and choles-
terol. 
Davidson also said students
should watch high blood pressure
and limit sodium intake which
causes high blood pressure.
Smoking also raises blood pres-
sure.
Kains said another focus of the
AHA is specifically the risk of
heart disease in women.
“We real ly want women
to  unders tand  th i s  i s  no t
just  a  man’s problem,” she
said.
Cardiovascular disease kills
one in two women in the United
States, a press release said. More
than 505,000 female lives are
claimed each year by cardiovascu-
lar diseases.
“It’s only one month out of
the year, but it is a time to
focus on heart disease,” Kains
said. 
Free informational brochures
on heart disease are available
from the American Heart
Association by calling 1-888-MY-
HEART. Women also can receive
information on a free exercise
program by calling the same num-
ber.
‘Take charge’ of your heart this month
The American Heart Association encourages students to take precautions with their hearts
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Kim Kimball, senior health studies major, has her blood pressure monitored by Chris Marchione, a senior physical edu-
cation major, while Glynda Davidson, a senior physical education major, records the information during Kimball’s sub-max
bike test to figure out her cardiovascular endurance in the Human Performance Lab Tuesday evening.
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Head Of The
C L A S S
The Women of Alpha Gamma Delta would like to
recognize the following ladies on their outstanding
academic achievement
4.0
Amy Evans
Crystal Jones
Christine
Leonard
Julie Riley
Wendy Serrahn
3.50 - 3.99
Erica Antesberger
Paula Gatz
Erin Hepner
Michelle Hohimer
Krisy Kurtyka
Maria Matalas
Colleen Moore
Kristi Springer
Natasha Story
Brooke Vickroy
3.0 - 3.49
Sarah Baird
Molly Bartkowicz
Monica Cameron
Bridget Carroll
Christy Codron
Krista Conway
Shannon
Costello
Tera Dailey
Jenny Eagan
Hillarey Woods
Jennifer Zalon
Bridget Flood
Nikki Huckstadt
Jessica Kaatz
Michele
Macumber
Kayla Ramsey
Missy Smith
Kim Toennies
Katie Evans
Briana File
Carrie Fisher
Beth Frost
Danielle Groh
Erin Hanley
Kim Hodges
Heather Humbert
Natalie Jefford
Dana Jenner
Christy Kracht
Adrienne Laz
Brooke
Marhoefer
Molly Monge
Kelly Musser
Sheri Provance
Mairi Reedy
Lisa Scolaro
Amy Shelton
Stephanie Slemer
Sara Testa
Jen Thorsen
Jen Uebler
Jen Wagenaar
Liz Walther
Molly Walther
Kendra Williamson
Sam Yakus
Heather Baker
Jen Berdis
Maria Beurskens
Tara Castleman
Lisa D’Alexander
Joanna Elke
Katie Franz
Jill Jacobson
Kellie McNeela
Kara Mitchell
Lauren Rathfelder
Angela Rinehart
Desiree
Scheppmann
Jill Schroeder
Mandi Tolan
E
I
U LAST
DAY!
WINTER CLEARANCE
SALE!
For more information contact
Office of Study Abroad 581 - 7487
SPRING
BREAK
ask about our $200 per room savings!
America’s BEST Packages
CANCUN        MAZATLAN
JAMAICA           S. PADRE
1-800-SURFS-UP
WWW.STUDENTEXPRESS.COM
CAMPUS REPS WANTED
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH60
Free
WAR
BLER
Jess
K
athy
Andrew
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday introduced its first Eastern
representative to the council since
last year.
Eastern student Matt Schubert is
tentatively filling the seat until he is
officially voted into the position by
the Student Senate today.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
welcomed Schubert telling him to
“please feel free to step right in,” to
voice the opinion of the students in
matters concerning the university or
otherwise.
In other business the council
approved, by consent agenda, the
ordinance allowing the city to
change its method of calculating
utility taxes from a gross receipts
method to a kilowatt-hour method.
Cougill said at a previous council
meeting that the change could raise
the bills of customers using
Amaren-CIPS as their utility
providers by about $4 a year.
Also approved on the consent
agenda was a resolution authorizing
the expenditure of $46,595 for
improvements related to the Route
130 Improvement Project that is
receiving $2.3 million from the
state.
Other ordinances were approved
relating to the Route 130
Improvement Project including an
ordinance that prohibits parking
along Route 130 from Madison
Avenue to Charleston’s south corpo-
rate limits, an ordinance prohibiting
the discharge of sanitary waste into
storm sewers and an ordinance reg-
ulating encroachment onto public
right-of-ways as needed for
improvements.
These ordinances are “tradition-
ally required by IDOT,” said City
Attorney Brian Bower.
Two ordinances authorizing the
transfer of land from the city to the
state to allow for Route 130
improvements were also approved.
New student representative steps in
By Liz Bold
Staff writer
Charleston has many natural and
historical resources to promote and
attract more visitors, said
Charleston’s new tourism director.
Corinne Russell  began the posi-
tion on Jan. 18. when former direc-
tor, Trish Benett, left to work with the
Lake Land College Pathways
Alternative Education Program in
Paris Ill.
Russell is originally from France
and said she is familiar with
European tourism and has spent
some years in Indiana, Missouri and
Kansas where she worked at Kansas
State University in the International
Study Abroad Office.  
Russell is new to the Charleston
area but said she finds being new an
advantage.
“Being new to an area is a strong
asset because it gives me a new
aspect of things and allows me to dis-
cover resources on my own,” Russell
said.
Russell said one of her top priori-
ties includes promoting the Looking
for Lincoln program, a statewide
program devoted to promoting
Abraham Lincoln heritage and
Illinois history.   
“We are trying to promote any-
thing to do with Lincoln, any town in
which he lived, worked or went
through is linked in that program,”
Russell said.
The program’s intention is to pre-
serve the Lincoln sites in several sur-
rounding cities including Charleston,
which was the site of the Lincoln-
Douglas debate.
“We are the only town in which a
Lincoln-Douglas debate was held,”
Russell said.
Other tourism attractions include
the Five-Mile House, located south
of Charleston; the Red, White and
Blue Days Fourth of July
Celebration; Fox Ridge State Park;
the Lincoln Prairie Grass Bike Trail
and the Coles County Fair.
Russell said one of her main objec-
tives is to promote the tourism office
in Charleston. If a marketing cam-
paign was developed, more people
would know about the tourism attrac-
tions and visit the sites, she said.
The tourism office, located in the
Charleston Chamber of Commerce
building at 501 Jackson Ave., pub-
lishes a quarterly calendar of events.
A list of area attractions is available
at www.charlestontourism.org. 
Tourism director to attract visitors to Charleston 
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On Sale Now!
Great  Apartments
Now Leasing for 99-2000
* Balconies & Patios
* Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
* Furnished
* Laundry Facilities
* Central Air
* Reasonable utilities
* 24 hour maintenance
* Free off- street parking
* swimming pool and sun deck
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL)
2219 S. 9TH ST. APT#17 345-6000
Specials for 2/3
(formerly known as Topper’s Pizza)
215 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston
$5.99
large 1 topping 
$10.99
20 inch 1 topping
$1.99 Breadsticks w/sauce 
offer good w/pizza order
348-5454
New Hours:
Mon.-Thur.
4pm-2am
F-S 11am-2:30am
Sun. 11am-1am
this week’s special
Grab a friend and split 2 small
1-topping pizzas for $5.99
SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL 
SIL
SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL SIL 
Pre Law Society
presents
Mock - Trial
7pm  Coleman Auditorium
*All Students Welcome to Observe
345-7849
W E D N E S D AY L U N C H S P E C I A L S
Veggie or Chicken Quesadilla..........................................$4.50
WEDNESDAY DINNER SPECIALS
Stuffed Calzone, Cheese & Choice of 2 Toppings.......$5.25each 
Each additional topping .....75¢ each
Way Back Wednesday
Hits from 60’s, 70’s & 80’s         
10pm- Close 
$325 Baltimore Zoo
$125 12 oz. Domestic Drafts • $225 Rails
Never a Cover • Open Sundays 11am - 11pm
ATM
inside!
We now have Golden
Tee ‘98 Tournament
Edition
-Compete Nationally --
Win Prizes
Express Lunch Menu
Try our Soup
and Sandwich
of the day$3.50
Kar
aok
e N
ight
9-11
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday will discuss
reports generated by the five sub-
committees reviewing general
education.
The meeting will be at 2 p.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
members will begin discussing the
general education review that
began in spring 1998.
In order to conduct a review
of Eastern’s general education,
the CAA divided members into
five subcommittees and each
subcommittee was responsible
for conducting at least one
open hearing to receive input
from faculty members and stu-
dents.
“Each subcommittee had at
least one open forum … for (fac-
ulty members and students) to
attend and discuss relevant
issues,” Addison said.
He said he thinks it is impor-
tant to review the integrated
core because the curriculum can
benefit from assessment, which
is a trend in higher education
today.
“In general, I think we need to
be assessing our programs on a
continuing basis,” Addison said.
Addison said the integrated
core has been in place since fall
1992.
In other business, the CAA also
will discuss the associate degree
in physical science.
Addison said the possibility
of an associate degree in physi-
cal science was brought to the
attention of the CAA by the
Illinois Articulation Initiative.
The CAA then formed a sub-
committee to answer the ques-
tions the IAI was attempting to
find answers to.
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Student Senate members Wednesday will vote to
approve the appointments of four student members to
various committees.
The Student Senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Speaker of the Senate Bill Gruen said senate
members will vote on the approval of Keith
Cosentino to the Tuition and Fee Committee,
Melissa Girten as Shuttle Bus Coordinator, Matt
Schubert as City Council Representative and
approval of members to search for a director of
Campus Recreation. 
Senate members also will discuss a bill that
will allow Student Government to purchase a
Student Government Commemorative Courtyard
Paver. 
The 16”x16” brick will have an inscription that
reads: EIU Student Government, “Students dedicated
to Students.”
Senate members also will be updated by Student
Body President Steve Zielinski on the progress of the
Campus Master Plan. 
Senate members also will continue dis-
cussing the recent Apportionment Board bylaw
changes. 
AB members have already approved changes to
their bylaws, but they must be approved by the
Student Senate before they are implicated.
The bylaw changes include taking the power of
declaring an emergency away from the AB chair and
having the full board vote on if something is classi-
fied as an emergency.
Bylaw changes also include adding a third voting
faculty senate member to the board. Currently, there
are two voting members and one alternate.
Senate members also will continue discussing a
proposal of giving $2,000 to the RSO banquet to be
held at the end of the semester.
Student Senate to choose, place 
4 senate members on committees
CAA to hear core review
Five subcommittees to give report on faculty, students
Student Government to discuss courtyard paver brick
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In loving memory 
of Andrea Will
She will never be 
forgotten
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) –
Abortion foes who created “want-
ed’’ posters and a Web site listing
the names and addresses of “baby
butchers’’were ordered to pay $107
million in damages Tuesday by a
federal jury that said the tactics
amounted to illegal threats. 
Planned Parenthood, several
abortion doctors and a clinic had
sued the activists under the U.S.
racketeering statute and a 1994 fed-
eral law that makes it illegal to
incite violence against abortion
doctors or their patients. 
Unlike previous cases brought
under the 1994 law, this one did not
involve any physical confrontations
or explicit threats. 
Because of that, the anti-abor-
tion activists contended the Internet
site and the posters were protected
by the First Amendment. 
“The jury saw the posters for
what they are – a hit list for terror-
ists,’’ said Gloria Feldt, president of
Planned Parenthood. 
The jury took 40 days to reach
its verdict, which consisted of
$106.5 million in punitive damages
and $500,000 in compensatory
damages. As part of the tight secu-
rity surrounding the case, the judge
said the names of the eight jurors
will never be made public. 
The defendants, who included
more than a dozen individuals and 
two anti-abortion organizations,
said they will appeal. And they said
the other side will be hard-pressed
to collect because they have trans-
ferred their assets to make them-
selves “judgment-proof.’’
“This is a moral and constitu-
tional outrage,’’ said one of the
defendants, Catherine Ramey.
“There is no threat and they knew
it. We use picket signs – they use
the courts.’’
At issue was a Web site called
“The Nuremberg Files’’ that lists
hundreds of abortion doctors
accused of committing “crimes
against humanity’’ and invites read-
ers to send in doctors’ addresses,
license plate numbers and the
names of their children. 
WASHINGTON (AP) –  Adding a new dimension
to the U.S.-Iraq military confrontation, American war-
planes on Tuesday attacked Iraqi anti-ship missile
launchers newly deployed along the Persian Gulf. 
Pentagon officials said the Iraqi weapons had been
moved to the area as a threat to ships in Kuwaiti coastal
waters. 
This was the first time during a recent escalation of
tensions with Iraq that U.S. planes targeted Iraqi
weapons designed to strike ships. The other, almost
daily, U.S. attacks have been against anti-aircraft mis-
sile launchers and radars used to threaten U.S. and
British planes patrolling Iraq’s skies. 
Also on Tuesday, a senior U.S. defense official said
Iraq in recent days moved a substantial number of sur-
face-to-air missile launchers out of the northern and
southern ``no-fly’’ zones to central Iraq. The move
appeared to signal a newfound desire by Iraq to pre-
serve its dwindling air defense forces, said the official,
who discussed the matter on condition he not be further
identified. 
The U.S. strikes in southern Iraq were among a half-
dozen incidents Tuesday that U.S. officials said showed
President Saddam Hussein remains determined to pro-
voke the United States. Saddam has been challenging
U.S. and British enforcement of no-fly zones over
southern and northern Iraq, and Pentagon officials said
they viewed the activation of anti-ship missiles as
another form of Iraqi provocation. 
In northern Iraq, U.S. Air Force and Marine Corps
aircraft fired on Iraqi anti-aircraft artillery emplace-
ments and an air defense radar. The U.S. European
Command, responsible for U.S. forces flying over
northern Iraq, said the U.S. pilots responded in self-
defense after encountering anti-aircraft artillery fire. 
There were five separate incidents in that area in the
space of about one hour, the European Command
reported.
U.S. fires on Iraqi anti-ship missiles
Judge awards $107 million
over anti-abortion web site
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Billy and Bonnie
Don’t disappoint these cool cats
(and don’t miss the free hot coffee)
when you stop by to get your individual portrait taken 
for the 1999 Warbler.
We’ll be shooting Feb 8-12, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the University Union lobby next to Coffee Express
(the good folks who are providing the free java). 
Sign up for your portrait NOW in person at the
Student Publications office, 1802 Buzzard Hall
(or, if you’d rather, sign up by phone at 581-2812)
Sitting fees are $5 seniors, $4 everyone else.
(Early-bird discount: sign up this week and get $2 off the sitting fee
for appointments on Monday, Feb. 8, or Tuesday, Feb. 9.)
want you to join them
in the 1999 Warbler!
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental disabili-
ties. FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEK-
END shifts. Paid training is pro-
vided. Apply at: CCAR Industries
825 18th St., Charleston, IL
61920. E.O.E.
_______________________5/4
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn $3 -
$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply
all materials at no cost. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________4/12
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information pack-
et. Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/4
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT-
Workers can earn up to
$2000+/month (with tips & bene-
fits). World Travel!  Land-Tour jobs
up to $5000-$7000/summer. Ask
us how! 517-336-4235 Ext.
C57382
_______________________2/23
CAMP STAFF - NORTHERN MIN-
NESOTA. Pursuing energetic,
caring, upbeat  individuals who
wish to participate in our incredi-
bly positive camp communities.
Counselors to instruct backpack-
ing, camping, and variety of activ-
ities: Archery, Bdsail, Sail, Wski,
Canoe, Gymnastics, Horseback,
Tennis, Swimming, Climbing and
Blacksmithing. Videographer,
Tripleaders, Cooks, Office and
Supervisory Staff. Experience the
most rewarding summer of your
life. Thunderbird 314-567-3167 or
camptbird@primary.net
________________________2/3
Wanted-Waitstaff-  Day shifts and
Night shifts Available. Ideal Work
Environment and summer job,
flexible hours. Apply within -
Tuesday thru Saturday 1-5 p.m.
Ask for Brian. Mattoon Golf and
Country Club.
________________________2/4
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY,
FLEXIBLE HOURS FOR FLEXI-
BLE PEOPLE. STARTING FROM
$6.30-6.80 PER HOUR. WE ARE
NOW HIRING FOR POSITIONS
WORKING WITH DEVELOP-
MENTALLY DISABLED ADULTS.
4, 6, AND 8 HOURS SHIFTS,
WEEKENDS, EVENINGS, AND
NIGHTS. APPLY AT 738 18TH
STREET CHARLESTON, EOE
_______________________2/16
$7.00 PER HOUR AFTER PRO-
BATIONARY PERIOD FOR
CNAS AND HABILITATION
AIDES. PART AND FULL TIME
AVAILABLE. FLEXIBLE HOURS
EXCELLENT BENEFITS PACK-
AGE: LIFE/HEALTH/DENTAL
INS., 401K PLUS MUCH MORE.
APPLY AT 738 18TH STREET,
CHARLESTON, EOE.
_______________________2/16
I’m seeking to form a team of
computer programmers to create
an on-line rpg. Reply @
TygerV@msn.com
________________________2/8
SPRING BREAK 99!  Cancun *
Nassau * Jamaica. Travel free
and make lots of Cash!  Top Reps
are offered on-site staff jobs. All-
Inclusive Deals, 32 hours FREE
Drinks. Special Discounts up to
$100 per person. Lowest price
Guaranteed. Call now for details!
www.classtravel.com, 800/838-
6411
________________________2/4   
The Arcola CILA, the residence of
5 individuals with dev. disabilities,
and a morning housekeeper/hab
aid position avail. Hours are M-F,
6-10a.m. If you’re a morning per-
son and are only interested in
working a few hours a day, this is
your job!  Apply at 106 E. 2nd
South St. Arcola, M-F 9-11a.m. or
5-7p.m. Pay starts at 5.75 and is
based on experience.
________________________2/9
Hope House, a group home w/ 16
residents in Arcola has a M-F
housekeeper/hab aide position
avail. Hours are 6-11a.m. We
also have a weekend mid-8 open-
ing, and a 3-9 p.m. shift avail.
Must be 18, have valid drivers. lic.
and ins, HS diploma or GED. Pay
starts at $5.75. Experience is
considered. Apply at 106E. 2nd
South St., Arcola, M-F 9-11a.m. or
5-7p.m.
________________________2/9
Mothers & others work from
home. Earn $500-$4,000. Part
time/Full time. Call 1-800-863-
1635. www.startahomebiz.com.
_______________________2/17   
AVAILABLE NOW!  Individuals to
do intermittent in-home care for
children/adults with disabilities in
COLES, CUMBERLAND, and
DOUGLAS counties. Primarily
evenings, and weekends.
Excellent second job. Send
resume or apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL  61920. E.O.E.
________________________2/5
Need Cash?  Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News.
Make your way to Buzzard to
place your ads today.
____________________OO/HA   
5, 3 bedroom houses, brand new
2 bedroom apartments, 1024
Edgar Drive. 1 bedroom apart-
ment. 348-5032.
5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
RENTAL SUPERMARKET. 1,2,3
BR apts. Variety of locations,
shapes, sizes. Jim Wood, C21
Wood, 345-4489.
________________________2/5
3 BR apt for 3 serious students.
Modern, efficiency suite with pri-
vate, locking bedrooms, each with
phone and cable outlets.
Economical and efficient with rent
@ $510 divided by three. Your
total monthly cost including rent,
elec., water, local phone, and
CATV should be under $235 each.
Call for appt. Jim Wood,
C21Wood, 345-4489.
________________________2/5
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUS-
ES. Just a few left. The best floor-
plan around. Call for appt. Jim
Wood, C21 Wood, 345-4489.
________________________2/5
Girls, 1 and 2 bedroom furnished
apartments. Low utilities. 10
month lease. 345-5048__9-5 pm.
________________________2/5   
AVAIL. NOW, BRAND NEW 3BD
DUPLEX For Spring Semester,
has all the amenities, water and
trash paid. $750/mo. 820 Lincoln
Ave. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2 PER-
SONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK NORTH
OF O’BRIEN FIELD. CALL
HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
3 Bedroom apts. 1125 4th St. &
1426 9th St. $230 per month, per
person. call 345-6621.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments.
Furnished, trash pick up, close to
campus. 3 bedroom House for 5
or 6 people, furnished available
for the 1999 - 2000  school year.
Call 349-8824, leave message.
_______________________2/19
ALL UTILITIES PAID!  1 BR Apts.
avail. FALL 99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!  $385. 345-6759 Leave
Message.
________________________5/4
2 BR apartment. All utilities paid.
NO PETS!!  NO PARTIES!! 11 1/2
month lease. $470/month. 345-
6759. Leave a message.
________________________5/4
Furnished Apts. For summer 99’.
Fall/Spring 99-00 Lease
Required. Security. NO PETS.
Call 348-0392.
________________________2/5
Single Apt. open immediately
$275, includes gas/water/trash.
Dave 345-2171 9-11 a.m.
________________________5/4
APARTMENTS 2 BR for 2-3 girls
near campus starting at $225
each. CAMPUS RENTALS at
345-3100. See our website at
www.campus-rentals.com.
________________________2/5
Sleeping Room Plus in private
home. Can accommodate two.
Kitchen, laundry, cable t.v. privi-
leges. 348-0024.
________________________2/6
4 Bedroom house 4 to 5 people.
Great Location. 1527 2nd Street.
For information. 232-3738 or 268-
3737.
________________________2/3
Beach front Condo., on the Gulf.
Sleeps 4, kitchen, w/d., w/p.
March 20-27. $900. 932-5515.
________________________2/3
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APT.
208 1/2 6TH. 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE 501 TAYLOR (4 PER-
SON). EFFICIENCY APT. 501 1/2
TAYLOR. 4 BEDROOM APT. 202
1/2 6TH (4 PEOPLE). FOR
INFORMATION ON THESE LIST-
INGS PLEASE CALL 345-6011.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462.
ASK FOR LARRY.
________________________2/5
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry, low
utilities, available Fall and Spring
‘99/00 (also available Summer
‘99). $205 per bedroom, 10 or 12
month lease, 6 blocks north of
Hardee’s, phone Dawn at 345-
8893.
________________________2/8
1999-2000 year efficiency apt. 1
1/2 blocks from campus. 10
month lease. 348-0394.
________________________2/4
Fall Sem 99. 1 bedroom efficien-
cy 3 blocks from campus trash
included. No pets. $300 a month.
345-5037.
________________________2/5
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL-
ABLE. CALL OLDETOWNE.
345-6533.
________________________5/4
Atrium 3 BR Apts. Only 3 Blocks
from Campus. Just a few left.
345-5022.
________________________5/4
2BR, 2 persons. Many residents
walk to campus. Priced under the
market at $440 per month, 12
months, furnished, laundry on-
site. Call to see. Jim Wood,
C21Wood, 345-4489.
________________________2/5
1 and 2 bedroom apts for fall of
1999. 1 year lease. No petS 345-
3554
_______________________2/15
Open immediately single apt.
Charleston square. $275 includes
gas, water, trash. Dave 345-2171
9-11a.m.
________________________5/4
New 3 BR House 2-story, 1 1/2
bath. Close to Campus. 345-
5022.
________________________5/4
2 BR Furnished apt. $250 each. 3
BR Furnished PAt $200 each. 10
mo. lease. 348-0288.
________________________2/5
GIRLS 4 BR House. 4 or 5 occu-
pants, trash paid, free laundry
facility. Great Location. 345-3253
after 5pm or leave message.
_______________________2/12   
3,4 and 5 bedroom houses to
lease for the Fall of’99. 346-3583.
________________________2/8   
1-2-3-4 Bdrm Apts. Trash, Water
Included in rent. Very clean, call
348-0819. Leave Message.
________________________2/5   
Large 4 Bedroom House Now
Available for Group of 4 to 6. $225
each. Call 897-6266.
________________________2/5   
SEITSINGER APTS. 1611 9th
Street. 1 Block East of Old Main.
Now leasing for summer. Call
345-7136.
________________________5/4   
POTETTE Rentals 345-5088.
Tired of being cramped in a
dorm?  How about a nice big
house or Apt. for next year?  We
have a house for 2 to 7 people,
Apt for 1 to 4 people, Nice clean
places. Call now they won’t last
long.
________________________5/4   
1 BRM large furnished apt. locat-
ed at 743 6th Street nice!  For
Spring ‘99 not Fall ‘99. Available
large 2 BRM apt. Call 581/7729
or 345-6127 $355 per month.
________________________5/4   
Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_______________________3/15
Female sublessor needed now
through August. Own room in
house. 1528 2nd Street. Call
Michelle 348-6248.
________________________2/5
Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one roommate. $240 per
month, close to campus. Call
345-1229.
________________________2/5
Sublessor needed. 1 Bedroom
Apartment. Near the square.
Water/Trash paid. Call 348-5213
after 6 pm.
________________________2/4   
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events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
25 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 20cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 4 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Feb., 3, 1999 at 9p.m. at
the Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is on the corner of 9th &
Lincoln.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA. Business Meeting today at 5:40p.m. in
Coleman Hall Auditorium. Call Mary if you cannot attend.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT. Weekly
Meeting on Wed., Feb. 3 at 7:30p.m. in 306 Coleman Hall. Have any
pressing questions in the field of alternative religions or metaphysics,
come to SOMA!!
ETA SIGMA GAMMA. Business Meeting on Feb. 3 at 5:00p.m. in
Lantz Room #176. All members try to be at this meeting. If you can-
not be there e-mail DAN at cudss1@pen.eiu.edu.
GRADUATE STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL. Meeting with coor-
dinators on Feb. 4 at 12:00 in the Arcola/Tuscola Room, MLK. All
graduate students are invited to attend.
PHI EPSILON MU. Active Meeting in Feb. 3 at 9:00p.m. in the Main
lunge in Pemberton. Bring Dues.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bible Study & Praise on
Wed., Feb. 3 at 7:00p.m. at the Christian Campus House located
behind Lawson Hall!  Everyone invited.
CampusClips
10
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Calculator found in 1422 Buzzard.
Come to Student Publications and
describe to claim.
________________________2/3
GM Car keys found in snow bank
behind Life Science Building.
Claim at front desk Student
Publications.
________________________2/3   
Gold, wire rimmed glasses & case
found in Buzzard Building Rm.
2147. Dept of Secondary Ed &
Foundation.
________________________2/5   
Found in Foreign Language lab:
Wedding proofs. Contact Janice
at 3021 or go to 105 Coleman
Hall.
________________________2/3
Check book found in 1422
Buzzard. Can claim at Student
Publication Desk at the Buzzard
Building.
________________________2/3
SPRING BREAK-LAST CHANCE
to “Break with the Best”!!  Join us
in Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, or
S. Padre. Prices from $399.
SAVE $200 + get FREE Meals &
Parties. 1.800.SURFS.UP.
www.studentexpress.com.
_______________________2/23
Think Spring!  10 tans $25. Tropi
Tan 618 W. Lincoln. 348-8263.
Valentine Gift Certificates.
_______________________2/11   
Amy Stutzman- Happy 21st-Get
ready for tonite!  We are raising
some you know what!! Kristin.
________________________2/3
Congratulations to John Elway of
the Denver Broncos-Delta Tau
Delta Alumni (Stanford)-on receiv-
ing Superbowl MVP. From the
men of Delta Tau Delta.
________________________2/3
Kappa Delta I-M’s, keep up the
good work!  Your sisters are
proud!
________________________2/3   
Lose Weight before Spring Break!
Each program includes complete
wellness report lifestyle tips to
reduce weight. 5-30 day meal
programs. Activities and menu
you pick calories counted auto-
matically. Program designed
around you goals. Begin with 10
days. To get started send a $20
check to: Bodyfit Marketing 877
W. Lill Suite D 1. Chicago, IL
60614.
________________________2/5
Sigma Kappa will be remember-
ing Andrea Will on Wed. Feb. 3rd
at 8:00 p.m. at the Sig Kap house.
Everyone is invited to attend.
________________________2/3
SPRING BREAK BEACHES
Daytona, Panama City, Padre,
Miami, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, etc. Best hotels,
prices, parties. Browse
www.icpt.com. Reps earn cash,
free trips. Call Inter-Campus 800-
327-6013.
_______________________2/15
Romantic Gifts & Games for
LOVERS!  Ride the bus uptown to
609 Sixth Street: 10-6 tues.-Fri,
10-3 Sat. GRAND BALL COS-
TUMES.
_______________________2/12
P.E.A.C.E-Like the generation of
the 60’s we too talk to our peers
about alcohol, sex, drugs, and
sexually transmitted infections.
_______________________2/3
BRIAN’S PLACE B-BALL TOUR-
NEY. 6P.M. START.
________________________2/3
GREAT SALE AT JUST
SPENCES 1148 6TH ST. OPEN
TUE.-SAT. 1:30-5. 345-1469. WE
ALSO BUY.
________________________2/9
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA
P.E.A.C.E. Peer educators have
fun while teaching others about
health topics. To add more fun to
your life, perhaps you should think
about joining us!
________________________2/3   
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
____________________OO/HA
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
This
S P A C E
For Rent
Study suggests antibiotics may
ward off heart attacks
CHICAGO (AP) – People who have taken two inds
of common  antibiotics are less likely to suffer heart
attacks, according to a  study that bolsters the tantaliz-
ing theory that infections may be  an important cause
of heart disease.  
Researchers were quick to emphasize that people
shouldn't start  taking antibiotics to prevent heart
attacks.  
“This study is just another piece of evidence in the
puzzle,''  said Dr. Hershel Jick, a Boston University
professor and author of  the study, published in
Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical  
Association.  
The known contributors to heart attacks – such as
high blood  pressure, high blood cholesterol and
smoking – fail to account for  many cases, so doctors
believe other causes are probably lurking. One theory
is that unseen infections cause inflammation of the  
heart arteries, allowing fatty deposits to find a better
foothold.  That may explain why aspirin is so good at
preventing heart  attacks. Besides interfering with
blood clotting, aspirin relieves  inflammation.  
Gephardt to skip presidential race
WASHINGTON (AP) – Leaving one less hurdle
for Al Gore, House Democratic leader Dick Gephardt
has decided to skip the 2000  presidential campaign
and try instead to win control of the House  and
become speaker, several allies said Tuesday.  
He will announce his decision Wednesday in a
meeting of House  Democrats, most of whom urged
the Missouri lawmaker to remain in  Congress and
help eliminate the Republicans' paper-thin hold on the  
chamber.  
“We can take back the House, but it's going to take
all of our attention and all of our money,'' said emocra-
tic strategist Dane  Strother. “Now we don't have to
worry about any of that being  diverted.''  
And now Gore doesn't have to worry about
Gephardt.  
inbrief
world
PRISTINA,Yugoslavia (AP) – Ethnic
Albanian rebels reluctantly agreed
Tuesday to take part in weekend peace
talks aimed at ending the bloody 11-
month conflict in Kosovo – a decision
that focused international pressure on the
hard-line Yugoslav government. 
Rebel participation had been thrown
into doubt after spokesman Adem
Demaci recommended against sending
delegates. However, the main Kosovo
Liberation Army spokesman, Jakup
Krasniqi, told reporters in central
Kosovo that the KLA would name its
delegates Wednesday. 
“We have some objections to the pro-
posed document, but we are certainly
ready to go,’’ Krasniqi said in comments
welcomed by Clinton administration
officials. 
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic has sent the matter over to the
Serb Parliament, which meets Thursday,
and resisted giving any signal on whether
the Serbs will send delegates to the talks
organized by the United States and five
European countries. The government has
been against any terms that would erode
its control over Kosovo, a province in
Serbia, the main republic in Yugoslavia. 
Both sides face the threat of NATO
strikes if they haven’t started talks by
Saturday in Rambouillet, France, and
reached a deal by Feb. 19 to end the con-
flict over Kosovo Albanians’ demand for
independence. 
More moderate Kosovo Albanian
political leaders already have said they
would attend, but the key negotiating
parties to any settlement are Milosevic’s
government and the KLA, the warring
parties in the conflict over ethnic
Albanians’ demand for independence. 
Krasniqi said the KLA wants to send
four delegates as part of the ethnic
Albanian negotiating team, expected to
number about 15. 
The proposed U.S. peace plan at the
talks in France would give Kosovo
greater autonomy for the first three years.
Political parties would decide what hap-
pens after that. 
Krasniqi said KLA representatives
will demand that Kosovo become an
international protectorate for three years
while negotiators work out a final status
for Kosovo. They also want any decision
on Kosovo’s future to be put to a referen-
dum by the “people of Kosovo.’’
Ethnic Albanians are by far the major-
ity among the 2 million people of
Kosovo, and most want independence. 
While deferring the question of par-
ticipation in the talks, the Yugoslav gov-
ernment appealed to the U.N. Security
Council to convene an urgent meeting on
Kosovo to prevent what it called the
“open and clear threat of aggression’’
posed by NATO’s threatened military
strikes. 
The NATO threat “directly under-
mines the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the FRY (Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia) and flagrantly violates the
principles enshrined in the U.N.
Charter,’’ Yugoslav Foreign Minister
Zivadin Jovanovic said in a letter to the
council. 
Rebels will attend peace talks
Weekend aimed at ending 11-month ‘bloody conflict’
WASHINGTON (AP) – With one-third of America’s
schools in urgent need of repair, the Clinton administration
wants to raise nearly $25 billion for renovations through tax
credits for bonds. 
The Republicans who run Congress support the idea in gen-
eral, but they say too much of President Clinton’s plan targets
inner-city schools. The GOP wants more of the money spent in
growing suburbs and neglected rural areas. 
There is little question about the need. The American Society
of Civil Engineers last year gave public schools an F in a survey
of the nation’s greatest infrastructure problems. It was the only
sector to get the lowest possible grade. 
That report found a third of all elementary and secondary 
schools need some repair, with 14 million children attending
class in substandard buildings. Almost half lacked the wiring to
accommodate computer systems. 
Some recent examples: A high school track team in subur-
ban Burnside  held practices at a prison with better facilities. 
At some New York City schools, urinals were hidden behind
plywood so bathrooms could become classrooms. 
“Our school buildings are literally crumbling,’’ said Luther
W. Graef, president of the engineers’ association. 
The report estimated renovation and repair of America’s
schools would cost $112 billion, with another $60 billion need-
ed to provide space for an expected 3 million new students over
the next 10 years. 
Rather than asking Congress for sharp increases in direct 
spending – something the GOP is reluctant to do – Clinton pro-
posed Monday in his fiscal 2000 budget the creation of tax cred-
its aimed at spurring investors to buy two types of bonds that
would raise almost $25 billion over two years for school repair
and modernization. 
Total cost of the tax credits is pegged at $3.7 billion over 
five years. 
Administration, GOP differ on how to fix schools
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Chunky Chocolate
Banana
ALL USED CD’s
$5.98
TODAY ONLY!
Ex-Bear awaits transplant
CHICAGO (AP )– The disease that afflicts Walter Payton –
primary  sclerosing cholangitis – is an autoimmune disorder,
which means the  body’s immune system mistakenly attacks its
own tissues, in this  case, the liver.  
The disease scars the bile ducts, which carry bile from the
liver to the small intestine to help digest food. When the ducts
get blocked, bile backs up and migrates elsewhere, to the skin
and  eyes, causing itching and the yellowing known as jaun-
dice.  
Patients also tend to lose a lot of weight because the liver
stores energy for the body, and when it is damaged or fails, the
tissues starve. 
Blocked bile ducts may become infected or even  cancerous.  
Payton already has undergone a common procedure to treat
the  disease – surgical insertion of a stent, or a strawlike tubes
made  of plastic or stainless steel, to open a blocked duct.  
The disease eventually requires a liver transplant, but
patients  may go for years before that is necessary, and they
usually do well  afterward, experts say.
Primary sclerosing cholangitis accounts for  about 10 per-
cent of liver transplants.  
Two Chicago-area specialists said Payton will have to wait
his  turn, like anyone else.  
Dr. John J. Brems, director of intrabdominal transplantation
at  Loyola University Medical Center in the Chicago suburb of
Maywood, said he believes it would be “impossible’’ for
Payton to get a  liver transplant faster because of his celebrity.  
And Dr. J. Richard Thistlethwaite, chief of transplant
surgery  at the University of Chicago, agreed.  
“I do not believe he’ll get preferential treatment,’’
Thistlethwaite said. “I think we all know what Walter Payton
stands for, and I think he would probably not want to get  pref-
erential treatment.’’
If Payton gets on a transplant waiting list, he will be given a
priority status by objective measures of liver disease, both  doc-
tors said. People who are the sickest have the highest priority.  
Within each priority group, the decision on who gets a
transplant  depends on factors such as whether blood types
match and how long  the patient has waited.  
If Payton chooses the Mayo Clinic, he would benefit from
its  leadership in research and treatment of primary sclerosing  
cholangitis and from its location in Minnesota, Thistlethwaite
said.  
Mayo is one of only two liver-transplant centers in
Minnesota, so fewer patients are wait-listed there. 
The Chicago area, by  contrast, has five liver-transplant cen-
ters, so waiting times tend  to be much longer here, experts say.  
OSEMONT (AP) – Walter Payton, the
tough-as-nails Chicago  Bear halfback who
set the NFL’s all-time rushing record, sat
gaunt  
and tearful before a news conference Tuesday
to announce that he  has a rare liver disease
and needs a transplant to live.  
“To the people that really care about me,
just continue  praying,’’said Payton, 44, chok-
ing back tears as his 17-year-old  son, Jarrett,
embraced him.  
The disease, primary sclerosing cholangi-
tis, afflicts just three  in 100,000 people, said
Payton’s physician, Dr. Joseph Lagattuta.  
The cause of the disease, which blocks the
bile ducts, is unknown, but isn’t related to
alcohol, steroids, hepatitis or immune  defi-
ciency, Lagattuta said.  
Patients in Payton’s condition survive an
average of two years  unless they receive a
liver transplant, Lagattuta said. Symptoms  
include fatigue and jaundice – yellowing of
the pigment of the eyes  and skin.  
Asked if he was scared, Payton replied
curtly, “Hell yeah I’m  scared. Wouldn’t you
be scared?’’
“But it’s not in my hands anymore,’’ he
added. “It’s in God’s  hands.’’
In 13 years with the Bears Payton’s trade-
marks were his  durability, vaulting goalline
leaps and a punishing running style, stiff-
arming or otherwise attacking tacklers in the
open field    
A first-round draft pick from Jackson State
in 1975, Payton  carried the load for mediocre
Bears teams early in his career  before leading
Chicago to its only Super Bowl appearance,
after the  1985 season.  
Selected to nine Pro Bowls and inducted
into the Pro Football  Hall of Fame in 1993,
Payton holds NFL career records for yards
gained, 16,726, and carries, 3,838, and posted
77 100-yard games  and 10 1,000-yard rush-
ing seasons. His 275-yard rushing perfor-
mance  against Minnesota in 1977 still stands
as the NFL record for most  rushing yards in
a game.  
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Eastern took a 60-51 lead and the
team appeared well on its way to a
victory, but the Panthers would
end up having to fight for the win
in the game’s final minutes.
Austin Peay went on an 11-0
run and wrestled the lead away
from the Panthers with 2:49 left in
the game on a three-point shot by
Rhonda Neely. 
But Eastern was not to be
denied on this night as Aldrich
countered with two consecutive
baskets of her own and the
Panthers tied it up at 65.
Schaul thought the Panthers
were destined to win the game.
“I knew that we were going to
come out strong. I knew Leah’s
shot was going to go in,” Schaul
said of the tying three-point shot
made by Aldrich. 
Moore led the Panthers with 21
points on 7-of-11 shooting from
the field and was pleased with her
performance.
“This is what I’ve been expect-
ing from myself all year and this is
what I’m going to expect from
myself every time out,” Moore
said.
Aldrich scored 19 points for
the Panthers while pulling down
eight rebounds as well.
Schaul added 13 points in
what was a balanced scoring
attack for the Panthers.
Eastern head coach John Klein
attributed the victory to Eastern’s
backcourt of Moore and Schaul. 
“I’m real happy with our
guards,” Klein said.
“We are starting to see some
real development from our young
players. Our guards stepped it up
tonight and did what they had to
do to win the game.”
The Panthers stunned Austin
Peay with a barrage of three point
shots in the first half.
Moore and Schaul were a
combined 4-of-7 from beyond the
arch against Austin Peay’s zone
defense.
“Our guards did a real nice job
of hitting open shots tonight
(against the zone),” Klein said.
Win
from Page 16
Next year, nine more schools
are supposed to make the switch
to Division I  and as a result, fin-
ishing the quest this year was the
only option.
“We said we had to be done
this year because those schools
are scattered all over the country
and that would just cost too
much,” Steve said.
The three start planning their
schedule in the summer, each
year penciling in a 10-day trip
and a bunch of multi-day basket-
ball vacations.
“It’s worked out pretty well,”
Thayne said. “This year it took a
three-and-a-half hour planning
session, but a bag of Chips Ahoy
and a half-gallon of ice cream
later, we had a plan.”
But how did they come up
with the original plan in 1990?
“It was a group thing,”
Thayne said. “We were sitting at
a game in Dallas and wondered
how many games we’d been to.
Everybody looked up their old
ticket stubs and programs and we
had all seen about 65 to 70
teams. We then wondered how
hard it would be to do all of
them.
“It’s been a good time ever
since.”
Well, except for the trip to
San Francisco.
After working all day, the
three caught a plane to the Bay
area and arrived around 1 a.m.
After picking up the rental car,
they got the address for the hotel
and tried to find it. 
However, they didn’t realize
the street it was on went through
many different subdivisions and
each subdivision started a new
numbering system for the
addresses.
Nearly three hours later, they
found their destination.
“By 4 a.m., we didn’t like
anybody,” Thayne said. “But that
quickly goes away.”
If anything else, it’s the
three’s close bond that has made
all of it possible.
“I wouldn’t recommend any-
body trying to do this with any-
body other than a friend,” Steve
said. “It get’s testy when you’re
trapped in a car with somebody
for 10 days at a time.”
However, they’ve managed to
keep their cool.
“No punches have ever been
thrown along the way,” Thanye
said. 
By the Texans, that is.
Steve remembers how back in
the day, Lantz Gym used to by a
pretty rowdy place – and Thayne
quickly agreed.
“It’s a noisy place right now
with only 200 or 300 people
here,” he said during the
women’s game.
Steve said over time, the 300-
plus games begin to blend
together, but the three remember
an incident very well from their
days as an Eastern student. 
The Panthers were playing
Western Illinois and a fight broke
out. Students sitting behind the
Western bench began taunting
the players, and four
Leathernecks  jumped into the
stands and went after the stu-
dents.
Shortly after that game,
Eastern played Tennessee-
Chattanooga – knowing what
happened in the Western game,
the Panthers’ opponent took
some precautionary measures. 
“Chattanooga moved the
bench onto the baseline because
the rivalry was that bad,” Dru
said with a smurk.
The stories they tell are end-
less – and on Feb. 27, their jour-
ney finally will come to one.
For their wives sake, hopeful-
ly they won’t try to do the same
thing with high school basket-
ball.
Junkies
from Page 16
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Freshman Lola Dada defends an Austin Peay opponent in the Panthers70-65 win over the Governors Tuesday night. The
win ended a nine game losing streak.
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Congratulations to the ladies of
Alpha Sigma Tau on getting second place
in grades for the fall semester of 1998.
4.0
Christa Carbray
Mindy Slusher
Bridget Schott
Julie Wilson
Kris Gutierrez
Amy Huyear
3 . 4 9      -      3 . 0
Maureen O’Brien
Lindsay Yoder
Kristin Coughlin
Mandy Engelhart
Amanda French
Megan Goff
Mandy Harshaw
Krista McVicar
Kara Hilgenberg
Heather Koch
Kathy Krabbe
Amy Kridner
Julie Lacher
Elise Lesko
Lindsay Muller
Shannon O’Keefe
Brenda Pacynski
Jody Pauley
Jen Peterson
Becky Poland
Sue Remedi
Chanel Rentfrow
Ginger Rentfrow
Laura Ruffolo
Laura Rup
Audra Sharp
Angela Stabrawa
Jenny Tarachas
Katie Trapp
Alison Vance
Lauren Wasily
3.99 - 3.75
Julie Budde
Lauren Erikson
Karen Gildemeister
Wendy Hepner
April Larcher
Amy LeCrone
Rachel McCormick
Becky Smith
Angie Thor
3.74 - 3.5
Kristin Clark
Michelle Dombroski
Jamie Eickmeister
Renee Hempen
Sharon Houlihan
Lori Kunce
Mellisa Mikus
Jen Polkow
Amanda Schaefer
Jenny Schrock
Angie Armbrust
Patty Alpeter
Catherine Baran
Jessica Bellville
Melissa Benton
Aimee Boucek
April Carretto
Megan Conner
Jaimie Crockett
Angel Dallio
Laura Ellison 
Meg Finley
Jamie Gack
Monica Giles
Jane Harris
Reanna Herzberger
STOP
FOR GREAT 
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DEALS
MEDIUM
Cheese &
Pepperoni
Little Caesars Pizza®
1 $333
NO NEED TO CALL...
FRESH, HOT , READY-TO-GO!
Come Before 4p.m. for 
Faster Service
Valid Wednesday Only! Carryout
Only. No Substitutions, Please.
First Come -First Served
Sorry...No Rainchecks
Wild Wednesday
Plus Tax
NO COUPON 
NECESSARY
VALID FOR A 
LIMITED TIME
NO 
LIMIT
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By Matt Wilson
Staff writer
The Austin Peay defense saw a player
inside for Eastern, and it could not handle
the 250 pound body of Panther center John
Smith. 
Smith had 11 points, with seven of them
coming in the last four minutes to give
Eastern (11-12, 6-7) a 74-70 Ohio Valley
Conference win Tuesday night at Lantz
Gymnasium to put to an end a five-game
losing streak.
“We just rode the horse,” Panther junior
forward Marc Polite
said about how the
team went to Smith
down the stretch.
Smith missed the
first meeting between
the two teams, an 80-67 Panther loss,
because he was academically ineligible.
And Austin Peay head coach Dave Loos
said he wish the big man could have missed
this game also.
“Smith hurt us inside and buried us
down the stretch,” Loos said. “He’s an obvi-
ous presence inside and it’s hard to handle
his size.”
Smith was able to give Eastern a five-
point lead at the 2:56 mark when he
rebounded a missed shot by junior guard
Michael Forrest. After Governor leading
scorer Trenton Hassell scored four straight
points to cut the Eastern lead to one, the
Panthers went right back Smith. He
responded by hitting a leaner in the paint to
extend the Panther lead to 70-67 with 1:22
left. 
“They do not have a lot of size down low
and coach told me I needed to want the ball
more,” Smith said. 
This was a big win for the Panthers not
only because it ended the losing streak, but
also because it showed Eastern could win
down the stretch. In the past two losses at
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky, the
Panthers were in the same situation they
were in on Tuesday. 
Eastern had a late lead, but let it slip
away, but this time Eastern came out victo-
rious.
Polite said that how the past two games
ended was not a thought in his mind when
the Austin Peay (7-13, 5-7) game reached
its final four minutes.
“That was not going through my head,”
he said. “I thought we had to be strong and
confident with the ball. Luckily they fouled
us and we hit our free throws.”
Samuels saw many differences between
the way his team played in final four min-
utes during the five-game losing streak and
the final four minutes against Austin Peay.
“That was the best four minutes of bas-
ketball we’ve played in four weeks,” the 19-
year head coach said. “We didn’t panic and
we made smarter plays. We also did not
make mistakes in bounding the ball against
the press.”
Loos was not as impressed with his
teams play down the stretch.
“We couldn’t stop them,” Loos said.
“We would get up in them and they would
just go right around us. We were also not
smart on the offensive end and had some
needless turnovers and missed some key
free throws.”
In the first half of the game, Eastern did
not utilize Smith as much in the second half,
but instead looked to the perimeter shoot-
ing. Five of Eastern’s 12 field goals came
from three-point territory, as Eastern was 5-
for-12 from the perimeter.
Even though Eastern shot only 33 per-
cent in the first half, Polite said he knew it
was only a matter of time before Eastern
could take control.
“We work on shooting every day,” Polite
said. “The shots we take in every game are
the same one’s we drill in practice. Even
early when we weren’t shooting well, we
knew we were going to improve because
we shoot too much in practice every day not
to.”
With the poor shooting in the first half,
Eastern found itself down 32-30. Polite
gave Eastern the lead five minutes into the
second half with one of his five threes to
give the Panthers a 46-43 lead.
The biggest lead Eastern enjoyed in the
second half was 10 points at the 10:40 mark
when freshman Luke Sharp connected on
one of his four straight free throws. 
But four minutes after Eastern went up
by 10, Governor Nick Stapleton connected
on a three to cut the lead to four with 6:16
left. 
The Governors were led in scoring by
Hassell, who was 7-for-16 from the field for
a game-high 25 points. Even with those
points, Samuels was still impressed with the
way Forrest and Polite defended the
Governor’s leading scorer.
“Forrest and Polite did a good guarding
him away from the basket,” Samuels said.
“We made him earn his baskets on the
perimeter.”
By David Pump
Staff writer
The Panthers, which entered their
game Tuesday night on a five-game
losing streak, were looking for any
advantage they could get against
Austin Peay in hopes of ending the
skid.
Marc Polite supplied the edge in
Eastern’s 74-70 victory as he dove out
of bounds for a loose ball with 14:27
remaining in the contest.  
The junior forward saved the ball
ahead to a streaking Kyle Hill, who
then fed a pass to an open Jack
Owens.  The senior guard then found
Hill on the right side for an ally-oop
tip in.  
That hustle play not only ignited
the crowd, but also the team en route
to ending the longest losing streak of
its season.
“I would like to see more of that,”
head coach Rick Samuels said.
“Diving in the lane for loose balls,
that is how you get out of a slump.”
Hill’s lay-up put the Panthers up
by 48-43, and Eastern didn’t lose the
lead late in the game like it has during
its losing streak.
Polite said he saw an opportunity
to help the team by hustling, and it
paid off.
“We need the hustle plays like
that,” Polite said. “Coach always
stresses the we do that, and it led to a
run.”
The Panthers went on a 7-2 run
following that to improve its lead to
55-45 with 10:40 left on the clock in
the second half.
“That play gave us a big boost,
and it is the type of plays we need
guys to step-up and make,” Polite
said. 
Not only did Eastern receive a
boost from Polite, but also from
Owens, a 6-foot guard, who added
eight rebounds and eight assists.  
Owens grabbed high six rebounds
leading in the first half, four of which
came from the defensive end.
“His shots were not falling,”
Samuels said of Owens’shooting per-
formance. 
“He was looking for other ways to
help out.”
Panthers snap five-game losing streak
Mark Vander Wal / Staff photographer
Junior John Smit goes up for a shot  in the Panthers 74-70 win over
Austin Peay Tuesday night.
EIU
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Scoreboard
Today
No scheduled events
Thursday
4:45 p.m. – Women’s basketball vs.
Tennessee Tech (Lantz Gym)
7:05 – Men’s basketball vs.
Tennessee Tech (Lantz Gym)
Season Openers
Friday, February 5
Washington at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Cleveland at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at Boston, 8 p.m.
New York at Orlando, 8 p.m.
Sacramento at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Minnesota at Denver, 9 p.m.
Chicago at Utah, 9 p.m.
Dallas at Seattle, 10 p.m.
Houston at L.A. Lakers 10:30 p.m.
Phoenix at L.A. Clippers 10:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 7
Toronto at Washington, 7 p.m.
Cleveland at Boston, 7 p.m.
New Kersey at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.
Orlando at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Houston at Golden State, 10:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 8
Miami at New York, 1 p.m.
Indiana at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Utah at L.A. Lakers, 3:30 p.m.
Atlanta at New Jersey, 6 p.m.
Denver at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Portland at Seattle, 8 p.m.
Chicago at L.A. Clippers, 9 p.m.
Vancouver at Sacramento, 9 p.m.
Dallas at Golden State, 9 p.m.
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
Pts         GF       GA 
Philadelphia         65         152         96 
New Jersey         59         137       120 
Pittsburgh            55         146        126 
N.Y. Rangers       45         126        130 
N.Y. Islanders      34         116        150 
Northeast Division 
Pts        GF         GA 
Toronto                61         160         142 
Ottawa                58         143        107   
Buffalo                56         129          97 
Boston                48         121        111 
Montreal             44         113        131 
Southeast Division 
Pts        GF        GA 
Carolina               54        127        118 
Florida                 48        117         124 
Washington         36         107         128 
Tampa Bay          26         98          171 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division 
Pts        GF        GA 
Detroit                  51        141        126 
St. Louis               45         121        114 
Nashville              40        113        156 
Chicago               36        109        150 
Northwest Division 
Pts        GF        GA 
Colorado              56        132        120  
Edmonton            45        130        120 
Vancouver            38       120        141 
Calgary                37        122        148 
Pacific Division 
Pts        GF        GA 
Dallas                  67         139         94 
Phoenix               59         125         97 
Anaheim              43         118       119 
San Jose             42         104       114 
Los Angeles          38           117        135 
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Colorado 3, Boston 2 
Toronto 3, Tampa Bay 0
Buffalo 3, Pittsburgh 5 
*Calgary at Phoenix.
Today’s Games
Colorado at Buffalo, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Montreal, 7 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Washington, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at Carolina, 7 p.m.
Toronto at Florida, 7:30 p.m.
N.Y. Islanders at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Ottawa at Edmonton, 9 p.m.
Chicago at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.
International Hockey League
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Northeast Division 
Pts   GF GA 
Cincinnati                          60    171  167 
Detroit                              62    158  117 
Orlando                           58   156   137 
Grand Rapids                 39    138  157 
Central Division 
Pts   GF GA 
Michigan                          45    127 149 
Indianapolis                     44    145 177 
Fort Wayne                     42    137 146 
Cleveland                        40    137  149 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
Pts   GF GA 
Chicago                           67   171 144 
Manitoba                           60    157 150 
Milwaukee                       50   133 152 
Kansas City                    48    137 157 
Southwest Division 
Pts   GF GA 
Houston                           76   201 121 
Long Beach                     61   170 163 
Utah                                 49   141  141 
Las Vegas                       35   133  183 
NOTE: Two points are awarded for a
victory; one for a shootout 
loss. Shootout losses are only denoted
in the SOL column, not the 
loss column.
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Fort Wayne 2, Detroit. 3
*Houston at Las Vegas
Today’s Game 
Utah at Kansas City, 8:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
College Results
Pittsburgh 58, Georgetown 76
South Florida 66, Florida St. 77
Rider 47, Marist 63
Florida Interntnl 57, W. Kentucky 53
Seton Hall 66, Boston College 81
Arkansas St. 73, South Alabama 79
Big Ten Basketball Glance
Conference    All Games  
W  L   Pct.W  L   Pct.
Michigan St. 7  1  .875 18  4  .818  
Wisconsin            7  2  .778 19  3  .864  
Iowa                     6  3  .667 15  4  .789  
Ohio St. 6  3  .667 16  6  .727  
Minnesota             4  4  .500 13  5  .722  
Northwestern       4  4  .500 12  6  .667  
Purdue                  3  4  .429 15  6  .714  
Indiana                 4  5  .444 17  7  .708  
Michigan              3  6  .333  9 13  .409  
Penn St. 2  7  .222 10  9  .526  
Illinois                   1  8  .111  9 12  .429  
Tuesday’s Results  
Michigan State 70,  Penn State 68
Today’s Games  
Illinois at Minnesota  
Wisconsin at Indiana  
Thursday’s Games  
Michigan at Northwestern  
Iowa at Purdue  
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf           Overall
Murray State             13-0             21-2
SE Missouri              11-1             14-6
Middle Tenn. 6-6              8-14
Eastern                     6-7            11-12
Morehead State        6-7             9-12
Tennessee State        5-7               8-12
Austin Peay               5-6              7-12
Tennessee Tech        5-7              9-11
Tenn–Martin              3-10             5-15
Eastern Ky                2-10             3-17
*Late game not included
Tuesday’s Results
Austin Peay 70, Eastern 70
Morehead St. 85, Tenn.-Martin 69
Eastern Ky. 66, Murray St. 81
Tenn. St. 54,  SE Missouri 61
Today’’s Games
No scheduled games
Thursday’s Games
Tennessee Tech at Eastern, 7:05 p.m.
Middle Tenn at SE Missouri, 7:30 p.m.
Morehead Stat Austin Peay, 7:30 p.m.
Eastern Ky at Tenn St, 7:45 p.m.
Austin Peay 70, Eastern 74
AP (70) – Jackson 7-16 5-7 2 19;
Hassell 9-15 4-7 9 25; Head 1-5 0-0 2
2; Stapleton 3-9 1-1 5 9; Stewart 2-4 2-
2 3 8; Halliburton 0-1 0-0 0 0; Easley 0-
0 0-0 0 0; Combs 3-6 1-2 5 7; Ivory 0-0
0-2 3 0; Tuck 0-2 0-0 1 0. Technical
Fouls: none.Totals: 25-58 13-21 35 70.
EIU (74) – Joseph 2-4 2-2 6 6;
Polite 7-15 4-4 4 23;Smith 5-9 1-2 5 11;
Owens 1-8 0-0 8 2; Forest 2-7 2-2 1 6;
Hill 7-13 1-2 1 20; Hibbler 0-1 0-0 4 0;
Shapr 0-1 4-4 3 4; Shaver 1-2 0-0 3 2.
Technical Fouls: none.Totals: 25-60 14-
16 37 74.
A – 1109.
Women’s Basketball
College Results
Texas Southern 72, Prarie View  63
Temple 62, LaSalle 72
W. Carolina 60, Furman 77
Lehigh 64, Columbia 51
Nebraska 66, Missouri 74
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf. Overall
Middle Tenn           10-2                14-6
SE Missouri           10-3                15-6
Tenn.Tech               9-3                13-7
Tenn–Martin            9-4                14-7
Eastern Ky. 8-5                11-9
Murray St. 6-7                7-14
Tennessee St. 5-7              10-10
Austin Peay              2-10              3-17
Morehead St. 2-11              4-16
Eastern                  2-11              4-17
Tuesday’s Results
Austin Peay 65, Eastern 70
Eastern Ky. 55, Murray St. 77
Tenn. St 71, SE Missouri. 74
Morehead St. 77, Tenn Martin 79
Today’s Games
No scheduled games
Thursday’s Games
Tenn Tech at Eastern, 4:45 p.m.
Middle Tenn at SE Missouri, 5:30 p.m.
Morehead ST at Austin Peay, 5:45 p.m.
Eastern KY at Tenn ST, 5:45 p.m.
Austin Peay 65, Eastern 70
EIU (70)- Garretson 0-5 2-2 3 4;
Aldrich 6-14 6-6 8 19; Moore 7-11 4-6
3 21; Patzner 1-4 1-2 1 4; Schaul 5-10
0-0 6 13; Bernat 2-7 2-2 3 8; Dada 0-0
2-2 3 2; Russell 0-1 1-2 2 1. Tecnhical
Fouls: the bench(1). Totals: 21-52 18-
22 30 70.
AP (65)- Sullivan 3-4 0-0 4 6;
Neely 1-5 4-6 5 7; Verta 3-8 4-4 2 10;
Chavez 1-8 0-0 1 2;Suffren 6-12 3-3 11
15; Baker 3-5 2-2 3 8; Worall 0-0 0-0 3
0; Jones 1-2 0-0 1 2; McCarley 4-8 3-6
4 11; Smith 1-2 0-0 2 2; Murray 0-1 2-2
2 2.Technical Fouls: none. Totals: 23-
55 18-23 38 65.
A-424
Men’s Basketball A
Sig Ep Gold 50, Lambda Chi Green 45
Green Wave 56, Leroy Scruggs 53
Hot Diggity Doggers 68, NLS 67
Squad 65, Team Sleve 47
Sigma Chi Gold 62, The Lagacy 39
Sigma Pi Gold 53, Troublesome ‘99 27
Men’s Basketball B
Delta Chi Black 60, P.F. Allstars 40
Bulls 67, Brew Dogs 31
Delta Chi Buff 49, Grandpa’s Breath 24
Morning Wood 78, Out of Shape 52
Women’s Basketball 
Kappa Delta 38, Alpha Sigma Tau 13
Alpha Gamma 36, Sigma Kappa 28
Men’s 5’-10” Basketball A
McKinney 53, Lambda Chi Alpha 49
Men’s 5’-10” Basketball B
Ruff Riders 49, Sigma Nu 22
Men’s Indoor Soccer
Smack 12, Delta Chi Buff 2
Sigma Pi Gold 10, Pike Gold 6
GDI 10, Sigma Nu 0
Women’s Indoor Soccer
Alpha Phi Silver 5, AST-1 3
Alpha Gamma 5, Kappa Delta 1
BASEBALL 
American League 
BOSTON RED SOX – Signed RHP
Seung Jun Song.
DETROIT TIGERS – Agreed to terms
with C Brad Ausmus on a one-year 
contract extension through 2001.
NEW YORK YANKEES – Named Billy
Connors director of player 
personnel, Stump Merrill special assis-
tant to the general manager 
for player development and scouting,
Gordon Blakeley director of 
international and professional scouting,
Greg Pavlick roving 
pitching coordinator, and Dan
Matheson director of baseball 
operations.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS – Agreed to
terms with SS Alex Gonzalez on a 
two-year contract, and RHP Roy
Halladay, RHP Isabel Giron, 3B Casey 
Blake, C Joe Lawrence and OF
Anthony Sanders on one-year 
contracts.
National League
NEW YORK METS – Agreed to terms
with OF Juan Lebron on a one-year 
contract.
SAN DIEGO PADRES – Traded OF
Greg Vaughn and 1B-OF Mark
Sweeney to the Cincinnati Reds for OF
Reggie Sanders, INF Damian Jackson
and RHP Josh Harris.
International League 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANS – Signed
INF Kevin Baez, OF Lee Tinsley and 
RHP Rusty Meacham.
New York-Penn League
BATAVIA MUCKDOGS – Named Paul
Marriott general manager and Nathan 
Kelley assistant general manager.
Western League 
CHICO HEAT – Signed 2B Mike
Nadeau and SS Erik Lazerus to one-
year contracts.
TRI CITY POSSE – Agreed to terms
with SS James Lofton.
BASKETBALL 
National Basketball Association 
ATLANTA HAWKS – Released F Kebu
Stewart.
BOSTON CELTICS – Signed F Walter
McCarty to a three-year contract 
extension.
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS – Waived F
Otis Hill and F Carlos Strong.
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS –
Waived G Gerald Madkins.
NEW JERSEY NETS – Released F
Harold Ellis.
PHOENIX SUNS – Waived G James
Collins.
PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZERS –
Signed G Jim Jackson to a three-year 
contract.
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS – Waived
F Fred Vinson.
UTAH JAZZ – Released F Joe
Stephens, C Shawnelle Scott and F 
Adrian Caldwell.
Women’s National Basketball
Association
LOS ANGELES SPARKS – Renewed
the contract of Colleen Matsuhara, 
assistant coach.
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
CHICAGO BEARS – Named Bob
Wylie offensive line coach and Bobby 
Slater assistant trainer.
CLEVELAND BROWNS – Named
Keith Kidd pro personnel director.
Arena Football League
ALBANY FIREBIRDS – Signed OL-DL
Keif Bryant and OL-DL Chris 
Cloud.
Canadian Football League 
CALGARY STAMPEDES – Signed
WR Willis Marshall.
HOCKEY 
USA Hockey 
USA HOCKEY – Named Ben Smith
coach, David Quinn assistant coach 
and Julie Sasner team leader and
associate coach for the national 
team.
National Hockey League 
COLORADO AVALANCHE – Recalled
RW Scott Parker from Hershey of the 
AHL.
FLORIDA PANTHERS – Assigned D
Peter Ratchuk to New Haven of the
AHL.
NEW YORK RANGERS – Recalled C
Derek Armstrong from Hartford of the 
AHL. Assigned D Jan Mertzig to
Hartford.
American Hockey League 
ST. JOHN’S MAPLE LEAFS –
Received D Dallas Eakins on loan from
the Toronto Maple Leafs.
International Hockey League 
GRAND RAPIDS GRIFFINS – Re-
signed RW Joe Frederick. Signed D
Mikko Kuparinen.
MANITOBA MOOSE – Assigned C
Cory Cyrenne to Louisiana of the
ECHL. Signed Randy Carlyle, general
manager and coach, to a two-year con-
tract extension.
Central Hockey League 
FAYETTEVILLE FORCE – Signed D
Brett Colborne.
FORT WORTH FIRE – Waived D
Roland Monilaws. Signed D Jason
Ricci and F Marty Wells.
TOPEKA SCARECROWS – Placed C
Alex Motley on the 14-day injured
reserve list. Placed LW Sergei
Olympiev on the active roster.
East Coast Hockey League 
HAMPTON ROADS ADMIRALS –
Suspended LW Dustin McArthur.
JOHNSTOWN CHIEFS – Traded RW
Jon Sorg to Wheeling for RW Dmitri 
Tarabin.
MISSISSIPPI SEA WOLVES – Placed
C Cody Bowtell on 14-day injured 
reserve.Added LW Vashi Nedomansky
and LW John Kosobud.
MOBILE MYSTICKS – Added F Jim
Shepherd.
PENSACOLA ICE PILOTS – Traded D
Eon MacFarlane to Miami to 
complete a previous trade.
RICHMOND RENEGADES – Added
G Martin Bradette.Waived G Petr 
Jaros.
Western Professional Hockey League 
WPHL – Suspended Austin F Chris
Johnson, Central Texas RW Gary
Coupal, Central Texas F David Oliver,
and Tupelo F Jodi Murphy.
ABILENE AVIATORS – Signed C
Pierre Rioux.
AMARILLO RATTLERS – Named Rich
Hopson general manager.
EL PASO BUZZARDS – Waived D
Brandon Nichols. Placed F Sandy 
Lamarre on the 14-day disabled list.
Signed C Todd Miller.
CENTRAL TEXAS STAMPEDE –
Placed G Nando Wieser on the 14-day 
disabled list.
SHREVEPORT MUDBUGS – Waived
D Corey Bricknell.
OLYMPICS
SALT LAKE ORGANIZING COMMIT-
TEE – Named Lyle Nelson biathlon 
project manager.
SOCCER 
Major League Soccer 
MLS – Assigned MF Scott Bower to
San Jose.
NEW ENGLAND REVOLUTION –
Acquired MF John Harkes from D.C.
United 
for first- and second-round 2000 col-
lege draft picks and a future 
allocated player.
VOLLEYBALL 
ASSOCIATION OF VOLLEYBALL
PROFESSIONALS – Reinstated Kent 
Steffes.
COLLEGE 
MID-CONTINENT CONFERENCE –
Named Kim Vieira supervisor of soccer 
officials.
PAC-10 – Reprimanded sophomore
UCLA baskeball G Baron Davis, 
placed him on probation for the rest of
the season, and required 
him to make a public apology for his
comments about officiating in 
a Jan. 31 game against Washington.
ARIZONA – Declared F Tatum Brown
ineligible for the women’s 
basketball team for the remainder of
the season.
AUBURN – Promoted John Lovett
from secondary coach to defensive 
coordinator. Named Joe Whitt inside
linebacker coach.
CHATTANOOGA – Named Ralph
Manning assistant athletic director for 
academics and compliance, and David
Napert strength and 
conditioning coach.
CLEMSON – Named Karrie Downey
Larsen assistant volleyball coach.
CCBC-ESSEX – Named Bill
Silverthorne director of athletics.
DRAKE – Announced the resignation
of Jeff Vaage, women’s tennis 
coach.
JOHNSON C. SMITH – Fired Bill
Davis, football coach, 
LAFAYETTE – Named Chris Taylor
assistant football coach.
MORGAN STATE – Named Samuel R.
Knisley men and women’s tennis 
coach.
MOUNT ST. MARY, N.Y. – Named
Chris Knittel men’s soccer coach.
NEW HAVEN – Announced the resig-
nation of Tony Sparano, football 
coach, to become offensive quality
control and assistant offensive 
line coach with the Cleveland Browns.
NORTH GREENVILLE – Named
Joseph Johnson III football coach.
STANFORD – Named Kent Baer
defensive coordinator.
TROY STATE – Named Scott Farmer
associate director of athletics.
EIU CALENDAR
Hayes waiting for
call after Taylor
DALLAS (AP) – Now that
retired New York Giants line-
backer  Lawrence Taylor has
been elected to the Pro Football
Hall of Fame, former Dallas
Cowboys receiver Bob Hayes is
wondering when his call  will
come.  
Hayes, a gold-medal winner
in the 100 meters and the 400-
meter  relay at the 1964
Olympics, used his speed to rev-
olutionize the  wide receiver
position at least as much as
Taylor redefined the  role of a
middle linebacker.  
Like Taylor, Hayes is also
remembered for his drug prob-
lems. He  and his supporters
believe that has prevented his
playing career  from getting the
recognition it deserves.  
“My son, Robert Hayes Jr.,
says `Dad, why aren’t you in the
Hall of Fame?’ The only thing I
can say is ... I have been
denied,’’ Hayes told radio station
KLIF on Tuesday.  
The Cowboys drafted him in
the seventh round in 1964 and
he  joined the team the follow-
ing year. NFL offenses and
defenses were  never the same
as speed in the passing game
became a premium for  the first
time.  
“That’s why you hear of the
zone defense: because I was
beating  guys,’’ said Hayes, who
has a team-record 95-yard
touchdown among  his team-
record 71 TD catches. “In turn,
coach (Tom) Landry said  Bob
Hayes revolutionized the pass-
ing game of pro football.
Lawrence  Taylor did not do
that.’’
Entergy sells PGA
sponsorship
NEW ORLEANS (AP) –
Entergy Corporation sold its title
sponsorship to the New Orleans
PGA tournament to Compaq
Computers.  
Entergy said sponsoring the
tournament was a valuable way to
expose the company logo to a
global audience at a time when
corporate strategy was to expand.
Entergy has since refocused its
direction on more traditional utili-
ty enterprises.  
Compaq will sponsor the
tournament, the 11th oldest on
the PGA  Tour, through 2002.
This year’s event, which will be
called the  Compaq Classic, will
be played May 3-9.  
Entergy took over as sponsor
in 1998 when two corporations,
Freeport McMoRan and
McDermott, pulled out.  
During Entergy’s sponsorship
the tournament was moved to
new  spring dates, away from a
less popular week wedged
between the  high-profile Players
Championship and the Masters.  
The tournament, on the diffi-
cult 7,116-yard, par-72 English
Turn  course, was frequently
skipped by some of the bigger
names on the  tour, because it
was scheduled the week before
the Masters.  
Bribery scandal
puts IOC under
attack at  
opening of drug
summit
LAUSANNE, Switzerland
(AP) – The White House
attacked the IOC as  too scan-
dal-ridden to police the sports
world’s drug problem. The  
IOC shot back at American
“hypocrisy’’ that ignored its own
drug  problem – starting with
Mark McGwire.  
The sharp exchanges came
on Tuesday’s opening of the  
International Olympic commit-
tee's summit on drugs in sports,
a  meeting that has become
overshadowed by the biggest
corruption  scandal in the histo-
ry of the games.  
“Recent examples of alleged
corruption, lack of accountabili-
ty  and the failure of leadership
have challenged the legitimacy
of  this institution,’’ said Barry
McCaffrey, director of the White
House Drug Policy Office.  
McCaffrey said the IOC
must reform itself to have any  
credibility in leading the fight
against doping.  
“The IOC must operate as a
democratic and accountable
public  institution,’’ he said. “Its
procedures must be based on
open  books and records, open
and recorded votes on issues,
and an  elected membership that
is accountable.’’
His comments brought a
swift reaction from senior IOC
executive  board member
Jacques Rogge, who said the
United States had no right  
to lecture Olympic leaders. 
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As the final buzzer sounded Tuesdaynight and Eastern defeated Austin Peayby five points, the celebration began.Players were jumping around and
screaming. Fans were cheering. Sophomore guard
Lori Moore was knelt down over center court,
kissing the floor.
You would have thought the Panthers had just
won the Ohio Valley Conference championship. 
In reality, the Panthers (4-17, 23-11) had just
defeated a Lady Governor (3-17, 2-10) team that
has struggled just as much as they have through-
out the season.
“It has been planned for a while,” Moore said
of her kissing the floor. “Yes I did it and I will do
it again. The floor has been good to me.”
The win restored the Panthers relatively dim
playoff hopes by bringing them to within a half
game of claiming the final spot in the OVC tour-
nament.
As it stands now, Austin Peay and Morehead
St. (2-10) are tied for the final tourney position
while Eastern is left
on the outside look-
ing in.
But I guess
when you think
about it, the game
did have sort of a
championship-like
atmosphere to it. 
The two teams
were battling for
playoff position.
One was fighting to get in, while the other was
desperately trying to hold on to what it already
had.
And it had that storybook championship end-
ing. For one, the underdog prevailed in the closing
seconds.
“I think it would have been an emotionally
draining experience to have another close loss,”
head coach John Klein said.
“I was thinking more about how the kids were
feeling because I didn’t want to see them go
through another one of those types of losses. But
we never quit playing and because of that, we
made plays down the stretch.”
And the dramatics of a championship game
were provided by a three-pointer, made by a cen-
ter, of all people, and a technical foul on a usually
calm coach.
Klein’s technical foul with 6:58 remaining
gave the team the spark that it needed, while
Junior Leah Aldrich’s long ball tied the score at
65 and may have given her team the confidence it
needed in the closing seconds.
“I knew we were going to come out strong and
I knew that Leah’s shot was going to go in,”
sophomore Renee Schaul said. “I didn’t even
bother going in for the rebound.”
I guess when you really think about it, it does
make sense. All the elements of a championship
game were there. 
The only thing that was missing was two
championship-caliber teams.
By Chad Merda
Sports editor
The three of them returned to Lantz Gym and
their alma mater for Tuesday night’s men’s basketball
game – but the focus of the visit was Austin Peay.
You see, Eastern Illinois had been scratched off
the list decades ago.
Many years have passed since the trio of 1970s
Eastern grads – E. Thayne King, his brother Dru and
friend Steve Dierker – set out to see every Division I
basketball team in action. 
When the “Travelin’ Texans,” as they’re called,
started the quest in 1990, 291 teams existed. Since
then, 19 have been added, but only two remain to be
seen. 
Today they venture to Macomb to see Western
Illinois play Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The three offi-
cially finish their mission on Feb. 27, when they see
the final team, Marquette, play at the University of
Houston.
Their goal was to make Eastern, the place where
it all started, their final stop – but the schedule just
wouldn’t cooperate.
None of the three know exactly how to feel
towards the end of the nine-year journey.
“It’s going to be strange (next year),” Thayne said.
“We’re still sports fans and we’re still going to go to
a lot of games. Driving into town, I had a mixed bag
of emotions because we’re so close to being done.
But, there’s a great sense of accomplishment that we
got it done.”
None of it has been been an easy task. 
Their current 10-day trip has taken them to seven
schools and they will have traveled nearly 5,000
miles. In all, Thayne, Dru and Steve have ventured
more than 130,000 miles and spent around $45,000
on the game they love.
“We can’t get enough of it,” Thayne said. “We
grew up in Illinois where basketball is the main
sport.”
One glitch in their quest has been schools moving
up to Division I or dropping to Division II through
the decade. A few years into their escapade, they
developed a strategic plan, trying to close off one sec-
tion of the country at a time. 
However, as Thayne quickly pointed out, it hasn’t
been that easy.
“We’ve been done with Virginia three times,”
Thayne said, as he mentioned Hampton, one of the
schools that made the Division I jump and forced
them to return.
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Eastern grads, hoops junkies, two teams short of goal
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Ex-Eastern grads visit Eastern Tuesday night on their way to completing their quest.
Finally, a reason to celebrate
See JUNKIES Page 13
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Sophomore Lori Moore kneels down to kiss center court after the Panthers emotional 70-65 win over Austin Peay Tuesday night. Eastern snapped a nine
game losing streak in the process.
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
The women’s basketball team
converted on a season-high 10
three-point field goals for the game
and snapped it’s nine-game losing
streak with a 70-65 victory over
Austin Peay Tuesday night
W i t h
the Panthers
down 65-62
and 1:12
remaining in
the game, Leah
Aldrich connected on a clutch
three-point shot to tie the game at
65.
An airball by Aldrich that land-
ed in Renee Schaul’s hands result-
ed in a layup that put the Panthers
up 67-65 with 28 seconds to go.
“I guess I was in the right place
at the right time,” Schaul said of the
layup.
After Austin Peay’s Julie Verta
missed a shot from the top of the
key that would have tied the game,
Eastern’s Angie Patzner hit one of
two free throws to put the Panthers
up 68-65.
Aldrich then sealed the victory
for the Panthers with two free
throws with eight seconds remain-
ing.
Although the Panthers led for
most of the game, Austin Peay
briefly took over the lead late in the
second half and for a while it
looked like the Panthers were
going to suffer another second-half
collapse.
After Lori Moore hit a three-
point shot with 5:39 remaining,
No, they didn’t just win the championship
Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
email: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
Women’s
team breaks
nine-game
losing skid
APSU
EIU
65
70
Women’s basketball
See WIN Page 13
